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2. Please enter your age.
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Total Responses 35
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3. Please choose your gender.

1 Male 19 54%

2 Female 16 46%

Total 35

Min Value 1

Max Value 2

Mean 1.46

Variance 0.26

Standard Deviation 0.51

Total Responses 35

# Answer Bar Respo nse %

St at ist ic Value



4. Select if you are a student (SIS/Non-SIS) or a schoo l faculty member.

1 School o f Information Systems (SIS) Student 25 71%

2 Non SIS Student 9 26%

3 Instructors/Pro fessors 1 3%

Total 35

Min Value 1

Max Value 3

Mean 1.31

Variance 0.28

Standard Deviation 0.53

Total Responses 35

# Answer Bar Respo nse %

St at ist ic Value



5. Do you have any experience on using Kinect before?

1 Yes 20 57%

2 No 15 43%

Total 35

Min Value 1

Max Value 2

Mean 1.43

Variance 0.25

Standard Deviation 0.50

Total Responses 35

# Answer Bar Respo nse %

St at ist ic Value



6. Do you own a Kinect?

1 Yes 5 26%

2 No 14 74%

Total 19

Min Value 1

Max Value 2

Mean 1.74

Variance 0.20

Standard Deviation 0.45

Total Responses 19

# Answer Bar Respo nse %

St at ist ic Value



7. Rate how easy it was to  navigate through the application.

1 1 (Hard) 0 0%

2 2 5 15%

3 3 11 32%

4 4 18 53%

5 5 (Easy) 0 0%

Total 34

Min Value 2

Max Value 4

Mean 3.38

Variance 0.55

Standard Deviation 0.74

Total Responses 34

# Answer Bar Respo nse %

St at ist ic Value



8. Rate how presentable and consistent the User Interface was.

1 1 (Low) 0 0%

2 2 1 3%

3 3 2 6%

4 4 17 50%

5 5 (High) 14 41%

Total 34

Min Value 2

Max Value 5

Mean 4.29

Variance 0.52

Standard Deviation 0.72

Total Responses 34

# Answer Bar Respo nse %

St at ist ic Value



9. Rate how easy was it fo r you to  pick up the gestures after watching the
Video Tutorials.

1 1 (Hard) 0 0%

2 2 1 3%

3 3 7 21%

4 4 11 32%

5 5 (Easy) 15 44%

Total 34

Min Value 2

Max Value 5

Mean 4.18

Variance 0.76

Standard Deviation 0.87

Total Responses 34

# Answer Bar Respo nse %

St at ist ic Value



10. Rate how easy it was to  learn the gestures.      

1 1 (Hard) 1 3%

2 2 1 3%

3 3 6 18%

4 4 19 58%

5 5 (Easy) 6 18%

Total 33

Min Value 1

Max Value 5

Mean 3.85

Variance 0.76

Standard Deviation 0.87

Total Responses 33

# Answer Bar Respo nse %

St at ist ic Value



11.  Is there any gesture that you think should be improved on?      (e.g.
double hand scro lling, select item, go ‘back’ to  previous page)

quite easy to  fo llow but the slow scro lling and the fast scro lling gesture is abit different :)

speed scro ll when viewing the bags

Selecting the item, maybe can keep to  swiping hand from right to  left. Used to  it fo r "go ing further in"

NIL

Double hand scro lling could be a single hand move. Can also  decrease the length between the two hands for scro lling

Going back to  the previous page and go ing forward. I prefer using my right hand for both actions, fo r go ing back swipe to  the left and go ing forward swipe to  the right, rather
than using right hand for 1 action and left hand for the o ther.

The scro lling through one by one, feels kind o f cumbersome to  go through one by one with a gesture like that. I get extremely impatient.

maybe selection o f items?

Double hand scro lling, and select item. Explore the existing Kinect game designs - they o ffer more or less standardized ways o f interacting with Kinect

perhaps the double hand scro lling is a bit difficult to  use when the user is attempting to  select. it is hard to  contro l the speed at which the page is scro lling through the items.

double hand scro lling

double hand sco lling needs more improvement.

sensitivity

Gestures are ok, but when selecting item while scro lling, Kinect seems to  be a bit too  sensitive. Tends to  make it select the wrong item.

double hand scro lling is a little too sensitive for the sensor. Like I move a bit then it scro ll already.

the double hand scro lling, maybe the scro lling can be slightly slower. It goes super fast.

nothing

double hand scro lling, because it takes some time to  get use to  the centre po int to  scro ll left and right.

The less types o f gestures needed, the better. We can always fall back to  the gestures we are familiar.

Nil

double hand scro lling (back and forth), selecting the item by raising one arm

double hand scro lling

double hand scro lling

Double hand scro lling

Confused with scro lling and go ing back to  previous page

Scro lling up down, to  select item. Abit too  sensitive.

The raising o f hand - instead o f putting an arrow icon, maybe put the hand/palm icon instead?

maybe consistent functionson each hand will make it easier to  remember

select bag brand. Was quite difficult to  stop the scro lling o f products. would have been good if there was some sort o f filter to  narrow the product list.

Always have the gestures tip on the current page, eg what action is required for selection or sco lling.

Single scro lling. Might be a little sensitive, kept overshooting the item

no

Perhaps can simplify the number o f gestures, by identifying gestures made by right hand. Left and right hand gestures can be abit confusing.

double hand scro lling

Total Responses 34

T ext  Respo nse

St at ist ic Value



12. Rate how useful the Vo ice Recognition feature was.

1 1 (Low) 1 3%

2 2 1 3%

3 3 5 15%

4 4 12 35%

5 5 (High) 15 44%

Total 34

Min Value 1

Max Value 5

Mean 4.15

Variance 0.98

Standard Deviation 0.99

Total Responses 34

# Answer Bar Respo nse %

St at ist ic Value



13.  Augmented Reality (Show me the Magic)   Will you want to  use the
Augmented Reality function again?  

1 Yes 32 94%

2 No 2 6%

Total 34

Min Value 1

Max Value 2

Mean 1.06

Variance 0.06

Standard Deviation 0.24

Total Responses 34

# Answer Bar Respo nse %

St at ist ic Value



14. What are the reasons for wanting to  use this Augmented Reality function
again?

can visualize how the bag will look on you (however it will be better if i can try switching the bag to  the o ther hand)

So that it can give me picture o f what the actual product looks like on me

Function is nice. Can see how the product suits me. Might be better if product is life-size

It is interesting to  see the object and trying it on ourself.

Very useful fo r actual products to  look on body.

it's important to  have a feel o f how it's gonna look like even though we're not touching the actual item

It is coo l, fantastic and convenient. It facilitates onlin shopping especially.

Competitive edge. Novelty value.

it is fun to  use, and useful to  see if the item i am buying matches my outfit o r my looks.

Is coo l and fun! Can 'try' bags (product) on yourself without go ing down to  the store. It can save time.

it shows me how the item looks on me.

coo l

Look how we look like with the current clo thes we wear.

Cool and fun factor but not really very useful. Maybe if i can choose to  sling it o r something it would be better?

I think it is good to  choose the different bags and try it on yourself to  see if it fits your outfit.

can see how the bags look with what i am wearing

in case the store doesn't have the physical bag in there, this augmented reality function can help customers see whether the bag fits them well.

It's fun to  use!

Convenient

I am able to  'test' the product without owning it. I can see how I look like using the product.

gives a visual so  that i can understand how the product look on me

Easy to  visualize

To see how the product looks on the user

It is interesting and quite fun :D

easy to  visualise

it seems novel and can change stuff

Reasons to  use the function is fo r matching o f clo thes-co lors with the purchase o f the accessories.

Able to  visualise without have the real item. It is coo l, new, easy to  comprehend.

Something different and interesting. I think it gives a good user experience once I am more familiar with the actions.

if the next best option is to  view a catelog, having the function will be the next best thing to  visualizing how it wiill look like

Give a rough sense o f how the product look on me.

innovative idea~ this application will make online purchaes more interesting and feasible in terms o f matching bag with clo thes easily

Total Responses 32

T ext  Respo nse

St at ist ic Value



15. Why would you not want to  use this Augmented Reality function again?

Because the image feels a bit fake to  "ho ld" on my hand

Depends on situation.

Total Responses 2

T ext  Respo nse

St at ist ic Value



16. Rate how useful the Augmented Reality function was.

1 1 (Low) 1 3%

2 2 1 3%

3 3 4 12%

4 4 17 50%

5 5 (High) 11 32%

Total 34

Min Value 1

Max Value 5

Mean 4.06

Variance 0.84

Standard Deviation 0.92

Total Responses 34

# Answer Bar Respo nse %

St at ist ic Value



17.  Please provide us your feedback on how we can improve the features
below. There are sample questions for each feature that you can keep in mind.

yes it is useful but i dont speak very loud (that
might be a problem)

yes. like the common interface used and carmen
demostrating it no t bad.

take a picture o f you carrying the
bag and send it to  your bf so  he
can purchase it =X

yes Clear Yes Changing the environment your
in

Not really. If i'm using this in a mall, I doubt it will
catch my vo ice? maybe "show me the magic"
can be change into  something else? Like,
maybe into  something that is nearer to  what it
means? Other ways maybe "compare"?

Yes. But I would prefer to  skip step by step rather
than the whole tutorial. Or have o ther gestures to
skip steps.

Yes.

Maybe let the o ther products on
the list to  be vertical by the side,
so i can take a full view o f
myself.

Yes it is use. Yes it is very clear. It will be good to  add a fun
factor to  it like maybe a game? Yes. Changing the environment,

behind background

Next item vo ice command. Search by vo ice.
Global menus available by vo ice. Yes. Centre products could show

names under the product.

When comparing bags, could
have one bag on each hand to
see suitability.

I dont really feel comfortable triggering an action
using vo ice recognition, i would rather use my
hand gestures

it was clear :) yes layout was very clean which is
good -

though i do  not find it very useful, the speech
recognition was pretty accurate. impressive. yes, clear but too slow. i go t impatient

yes. but i prefer a map layout
selection o f bags compared to  one
by one.

i'm sorry i really can;t think o f
any

For me, it seems to  be quite good.
Yes it is clear. But I kind o f fo rgot those functions
and messed up those gestures. But overall, I like
it :)

yes, it fits pretty well.

Maybe add in the option o f
different the background?
Because some bags for o ffice
use, some for party and also
some for travelling? Or even
help the users to  change
costumes? hahaha

Yes Yes, funny thou, keeps things interesting Yes Integrated multiple users, and
social media application

it is useful to  me should i be tired to  use my
hands. words --> "main page", "compare",
"buy", "the name of the item"

yes it is. yes it suitable for the products

-to  keep the kids entertained at
the shops when their mothers
are trying on clo thes. -see if
different kinds o f hair style or
hair co lour is suitable before
go ing for that style - lingerie
tryout

Yes, is useful. Maybe can use 'next' to  select the
product

It will be better if the tutorial screen is the same
as the screen we are seeing. It can relate better ;)
However, the tutorial is clear enough.

Yes. But the double scro lling
seems to  be quite tricky, when i
tried to  select the jessie bag, it took
awhile as the bag is the last
displayed.

For clo thing maybe. It will be
cooo ll!

Maybe the vo ice recognition should recognise
the brand names. the customer will want to  jump
straight into  the brands that they have already
targeted.

it think it's rather useful already. simple and nice.

perhaps the image that is being
displayed should fo llow the
position o f the hands. fo r
example, when i turn my hands,
the image remains one
dimensional.

yes yes yes -nil-

Yes Clear enough It is alright. Not that I can think o f now.

I think the vo ice recognition is not bad. It's quite
accurate compared to  my phone siri. I'm
impressed =) however if vo ice recognition is
good enough, it makes the hand gesture thing
useless. Cause it's definitely faster to  talk then
to  move.

I think the tutorial video is alright. It can be
improved. I feel like the instructions are always
hiding somewhere in the screen and random
pop up tutorial appears which at first i don't even
know it's a tutorial. Cause it's a tutorial on HP
which i assume i clicked the wrong tab or
something.

The layout is ok. Quite standard
and comparable to  website that
sells bags. Nothing much to  pick
about.

Put some music and a red
carpet. So i can dance to  it..
hahahaha.

Yup. But when comes to  the store locator, the
reset map could have fewer words like just
reset. The rest o f the words are good.

It is clear fo r me to  understand. Yes. I think it is easy to  read and
the layout is simple to  navigate.

I don't know if it is
reality,practical, but may the
store locator can also  use
augmented reality

- yes - -

Sometimes. Because users may not speak
aloud in public when using this system. Yes Yes putting oneself in a augmented

reality store

If the vo ice recognition can be made more
accurately, i would use it to  navigate the menu. Yes. Very.

Yes, it's looks clean. Actually the
interface is already quite good in
my standards.

Not that I can associate with the
app currently.

Yes, but it only detects the high vo lume Yes Yes Cannot think o f o thers

Maybe when the 'prompt' screen

A. Vo ice Reco gnit io n - is it  usef ul t o
yo u? Are t here any part icular wo rds t hat
sho uld be used? Or any o t her ways t o
use vo ice reco gnit io n in t he
applicat io n?

B. T ut o rial Video  - is it  clear eno ugh f o r
yo u t o  underst and?

C. User Int erf ace - Is t he
layo ut  and f o rmat t ing o f  t he
pro duct s suit able?

D. Augment ed Realit y - any
o t her co o l ways t o  use
t his f unct io n?



Sometimes it cannot capture my 'commands'. I didnt use the tutorial video.

Maybe when the 'prompt' screen
can include vo ice over to  give
instructions. It was slightly difficult
to  move away from this 'prompt'
screen.

allow me to  test out more than
one product at a time. eg. I can
wear a hat and carry bag at the
same time.

very useful yes yes nil

Not bad. Give user another alternative to  go
back Yup, it enables me to  understand how to  use Consistent and nice Quite coo l

Yes Yes Consistent interface. Contro l the
scro lling is a little hard

Perhaps, there can be a feature
to  change background to
different type o f retail space

Useful if you forget the gestures. Clear Yes Can't think o f any. Clo thes?

Useful, but hard to  trigger. Very useful Looks clean Yes

browsing o f pages and products "next, back,
main page" etc yes yes

other products? e.g. clo thes
might be coo l to  visualise
against different background
too e.g. hotel ballroom, beach
etc

yes it helps me forget the hand gestures
yes but because teh instruction is on the
opposite side, so  its a bit hard to  catch when it
say right and left

Yes it is standard and clear -

Yes. Would be faster if to  Go Home, back to
main screen... Or Go Map. View Brands, etc.
Faster than hand gesture. If can use vo ice for
select item would be good too.

Tutorial video is clear.. but may need to  repeat
the tutorial fo r first timer to  remember the different
gestures.

UI is nice & pro .

Would have been good to  be
able to  ro tate the object to  view
the product. 3D viewing o f the
object with the person will be
nice too.

Yes. Have a select command for vo ice
recognition as it is a common function. Yes. Yes.

Able to  move items around in
Augmented Reality, if it does
not exist.

The vo ice recognition did not recognize my
commands initially. But it should be useful
because the hand actions can get tiring after a
long use. Not sure if it is possible, but maybe
something like utilizing vo ice to  select or search
for a brand. Example "Search, brand Kate
Spade".

Yes.Very good instructional video Yes Cant think o f any

useful yes

yes, but might be better if each bag
brand had its ownlayer on the
display and i could raise left/right or
something else if that is used to
scro ll between the brands

-

Yes. I think "Back" is the best command or
perhaps "Help" fo r help menu. Yes. easy to  understand.

Because the applications goes into
hierarchy o f views, perhaps can
show breadcrumbs o f where we
are on the page.

nil

yes but during the testing, I focused on gesture
too much and forgot to  use the vo ice
recognition...

yes

too mach infomation/ instructions
on the interface... it will be better if
putting all the gesture instructions
on one corner instead o f the
current layout, so  that it can make
easier fo r people to  look for
information

nil

Total Responses 34

St at ist ic Value



18. Rate the interactivity (coo l factor) o f this application.

1 1 (Low) 0 0%

2 2 0 0%

3 3 0 0%

4 4 13 38%

5 5 (High) 21 62%

Total 34

Min Value 4

Max Value 5

Mean 4.62

Variance 0.24

Standard Deviation 0.49

Total Responses 34

# Answer Bar Respo nse %

St at ist ic Value



19. Will you use this application again in the future?

1 Yes 31 91%

2 No 3 9%

Total 34

Min Value 1

Max Value 2

Mean 1.09

Variance 0.08

Standard Deviation 0.29

Total Responses 34

# Answer Bar Respo nse %

St at ist ic Value



20. Please provide your honest feedback and comments on how our
application can be improved overall (If any.)

er i have no experience with kinect so  i didnt know that i wasnt suppose to  move my hands and legs unintentionally. it would be helpful if i knew in advance (maybe at the
start o f the app), that i should not move my hands and legs that much

I think some of the hand gestures can be more responsive

Overall I think it has improved, in terms o f gestures, user interface and tutorial. At least now i can move through the pages without the help o f the developers. It might be
better fo r the tutorial video to  have the same user interface as the products we are browsing.

The left hand side tips is important, maybe a bit larger. The tips function, maybe a pop up to  remind people there is a help function if no  gestures.

Could have faster scro lling o f items. On the left could have global menu for easy access to  main categories.

Perhaps, instead o f so lely fo r shopping purposes, this application can be used for some other related functions (such as fashion show game, etc) as I think personally I
would prefer shopping on a website rather than using Kinect, unless there is an additional function to  it (eg. mix and match with clo thes, choose different settings, etc). I feel
that this application can be much more than just shopping/browsing functionality.

i feel that while the idea is coo l, i'm too impatient a person to  go through the bags in such a manner. It is fun but I think over time i might get sick o f it. I'd prefer to  use a
website to  navigate through. What can be improved is the general time taken to  source for a bag using this app. Ultimately, the app should make it faster fo r me to  browse
through a bag as compared to  any o ther platform. Probably use as little steps on gestures to  do buying. (like the mapping o f bags selection i mentioned should improve
the browse time)

More vo ice contro l than gestures??? so easier to  remember? Not so  sure. But overall I really like it.

- when the user ask for help, a page showing the main functions like how to  navigate, how to  go back, scro ll etc. would be really useful, instead o f just showing the tutorial
suited for the functions o f the current page the user is at. (something like FAQ would be good) -customization for interface

Provided in previous questions ;)

less sensitive

NA

I think it is a interesting application however, not too practical if i were to  do real shopping. This is because using my hands to  navigate it much slower. However if it is fo r
the fun part like trying on clo thing, bags, mini game to  understand the products I'm sure it will be attractive to  people.

I think this application is really interesting, but as a new kinect user, I might need to  really use this o ften in order to  get use to  the application. I believe with more usage it will
be easier fo r users to  navigate through the application.

faster loading times, though that depends on the processor

probably at augmented reality side, "break" could be changed to  "return" or "back" because users who are not IT literate may not understand the reason for "break".
however, the Help function was really useful at every po int especially when one does not know how to  manouveur around the system. all in all, it's a great system, if they
are placed at fashion outlets or shoe stores, i will really use it. gives me a good feel on how the products are on myself.

I think I'll probably stick to  input navigation for scro lling for items, unless it is really abso lutely neccessary - e.g. lack o f input devices, like a conso le for shopping centre
where input devices could be lost.

Coo l features

more vo ice command. I really have difficulty scro lling the items. the instructions ( font size ) can be bigger. Thank you

Provide good experience to  user and have the WOW factor! :)

The double scro lling can be further improve. It's not an intuitive way o f scro lling as compared to  o ther Kinect games/applications I have experience. Perhaps replacing it
with arrows or one hand scro lling.

Good job!

Got lo ts o f market potential.

the scro lling can be less sensitive or scro ll slower, slowly accelerating after ho lding gesture for a while words can be bigger list all the available gestures with standardised
icons (at the bottom?)

I think the gestures should not be part o f the program, it takes too long to  listen to  the video. Perhaps there fcould be consistency in the hands used and more intuitive
gestures (eg the zooming in and out o f the maps) could be used. when i scratch my nose, it moves which irritates me.

The augmented reality part o f the app is very coo l. 1. The location map... no t too useful. The Zoom hand gesture has issues with stopping at the particular scale required by
users. Maybe, if from the location map, I can walk into  the stall (augmented reality) will be coo l. eg... can walk into  the store and view the products on the rack or table
display. Then maybe use the hands gesture methods to  select brands/products/compare etc. 2. Allow users to  change the background picture when using augmented
reality o f user carrying the shopping bag. Eg: if I want to  carry the bag to  the zoo, add some zoo back drop :p see if the bag will look good in the greenary o f the Zoo.

Impressive. Physical interaction with vo ice recognisation is a new way o f browsing system. Learning curve exist due to  no experience with kinnect is expected but the curve
is gentle.

the directions at the top were not obvious to  me, maybe po int it out at the start o r when i call fo r help kinect doesn't reset the progress bar when my hand moves into
another option while trying to  swipe left, resulting in multiple wrong selections; hand moving into  another option just before the selection is done

UI can be improved. In terms o f the navigation to  and fro  pages. Good to  have indication o f which level o f navigation I'm at.

restructure the current layout to  more user friendly --- easier fo r people to  read the instructions

Total Responses 30

T ext  Respo nse

St at ist ic Value



21. What do you like the most in our application? (etc feature that is really
useful): E.g. Nice User Interface, Easy to  Use, Vo ice Recognition,  Kinect sensing
your movement

the map (store location) and the augmented reality (bags)

Interface and Vo ice Recognition

VR. It's easy to  visualise how the product would look on the person.

Nice user interface, but again if this was for shopping/browsing, i think i would prefer website browsing still.

Nice User Interface - it is clean and aesthetically pleasing, Kinect sensing movement - i found it quite fun initially.

vo ice recognition and augmented reality function.

Interface provides high novelty value

augmented reality

Augmented Reality looks pretty coo l. It's something that is useful.

I think the vo ice recognition is coo l, fo r the fact that i think it is the more accurate function. User interface is nice, have alo t o f stuff go ing on in a screen but the kinect sensing
is way too sensitive. I can't really contro l the application. Makes it a bit frustrating. Overall it's ok! =)

I like the magic thingy, where you can view bags and try it on myself. The movement part is also  very powerful too l to  help me select and read through the details o f the
product.

Augmented reality

Easy to  use, kinect sensing my movement, allow me to  visualize to  product (how it looks on me)

Voice recognition!

Nice UI and interactive to  the users. :D

User Interaction.

Novel, Vo ice recognition, large number o f features.

Vo ice recognition is faster than hand gesture but it's still no t perfect. I like the Augmented reality part best.

The new way o f interacting with system via motion and vo ice.

Kinect sensing my movements

Aug reality

The Kinect sensing and the AR.

kinect sensing movement

Total Responses 23

T ext  Respo nse
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22. In your own opinion, how do you think Kinect can be used in o ther
industries (o ther than gaming)?

i think that it can be used in o ther industries and it promotes people to  move more -->exercise more. and people will be less sleepy because o f it. i think gaming is a good
industries but there are already alo t o f games out there.. so ... hmmm i dont know i think health and fitness industries would be better. many people would be interested in
buying it to  do yoga or something that are fun and works their who le body out...

Retail

Web surfing could be much improved with a browser that supported VR. This could be used to  interact much simpler than a 2D interface like current web pages.

I feel that it's not fo r something that can be done through a website. Probably til now I still think it's really great fo r gaming, but it's not really getting any o ther activities more
efficient.

you can use it fo r medical industry. Perhaps it can help people who are go ing through cardiovascular rehabilitation. detecting movements can be a good way to  help guide
them to  recovery. Maybe they got into  an accident, then lost some contro l in their legs and need to  fo llow specific exercises in steps to  help their recovery. kinect is
awesome for that

Such as online shopping? Dance/Sports tutorial ? (not just gaming) It creates a virtue enrionment fo r the biginners o f some dangerous sports, such rock climbing, surfing,
skiing etc. They can get familar with the sports through Kinect before they get their hands-on the real activities.

Retail business.

basic training for sports like go lf, tennis and etc that require the user to  have the right stroke.

Not that I can think o f

In my opinion, Kinect is still best suited for games because o f practicality issue. If i can use a mouse to  determine what i want in 20 seconds, Kinect would most prob take it
2mins. Time is money in most industries. However if it is fo r learning, like education for kids, it should be fun.

I believe this type o f application is good for sports such as training or practising.

Yes. Retail industry

- Haircut - Clo thes

Education especially fo r young childrens!

Educational

Smart TV? People can use it to  browse their TV with gesture.

i think for location based overview it seems okay. that function was easy to  use and seemed like there were things to  used.

Education... great motivation for kids in eLearning as physical movements are required. Kids will no t doze o ff o r get bored in class.

Warehouse system.

advertising and information panels, medical industry

-

shopping

restaurant: make an order o f food

Total Responses 23

T ext  Respo nse

St at ist ic Value
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